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Do business better

Whether you are a small business or a large multi-location 
enterprise, you will benefit from a flexible solution footprint that 
manages all your North American transportation planning, 
execution, and tracking needs. Infor® Transportation 
Management [TM] streamlines freight and shipping operations 
for a broad range of retail, distribution, and manufacturing- 
intensive companies. With Infor TM you can more easily plan, 
manage, and execute across multiple shipping modes, 
including truckload, LTL, rail, parcel, and intermodal.

BROCHURE

Infor delivers multimodal capability
in the cloud
Infor Transportation Management

Infor Transportation Management was initially 
developed to support the logistics center of excellence 
powering one of the top 3PLs in North America.

Key features

• Truckload, LTL, parcel, rail, and intermodal execution

• ERP order integration

• Rate shopping

• Planning
- Accessorial Services
- Commodity appointments

• Tender/Book
- Carrier assignment
- Auto route
- Equipment planning

• Tracking
- Shipment progress milestones
- Real-time GPS, and maps
- Shareable tracking links

• Freight invoice settlement



Take control of your freight spend

With soaring transportation costs, inflation, and the ongoing 
uncertainty of potential supply chain disruptions, it’s more 
important than ever to better manage your freight spend.

With Infor TM you can:

• Secure the best rates with carriers

• Consolidate orders for better equipment utilization

• Develop and execute transportation plans

• Improve visibility from freight quote at order entry all the way 
to delivery

Components include:

Transportation Planning—carrier selection and order 
consolidation. You can group shipment orders based on origin 
and destination locations, consolidate them into loads, and 
determine the most appropriate way to move those loads based 
on constraints such as delivery dates and cost.

Transportation Management—shipment lifecycle automation. 
Streamline multimodal shipping processes and minimize spend 
and capacity needs by directing and automating the entire 
shipment lifecycle, from planning and execution to carrier 
settlement. Gain greater visibility and control of inventory in 
motion inbound and across your enterprise as well as the 
outbound customer fulfillment process. Optimize freight spend 
while selecting the right carrier service levels to improve the 
customer experience. Benefit from shipment planning for 
multiple modes, digital freight contracts and multimodal rate 
management, rate shopping and carrier selection, workflow- 
enabled settlement and freight payment, and reporting and 
analysis tools.
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Infor makes transportation planning and management simpler



Gain visibility and control

Order Visibility—at the SKU/part level. View inventory in-transit 
at the stock keeping unit/part level on intra-facility transfers or 
self-managed inbound moves. With this level of visibility, you 
can close the gaps between sales, logistics, procurement, and 
customer fulfillment.

Event Management—real-time alerts. Profit from real-time, 
proactive exception management for your shipments. Monitor 
loads and tenders and respond quickly to exceptions, issues, or 
opportunities requiring immediate action. Send real-time alerts 
to downstream stakeholders so they can take appropriate 
actions to avoid disruption.

Workflow—business rule compliance and efficiency. Infor TM 
workflow supports logistical business rules throughout your 
enterprise while automating fragmented, labor-intensive, and 
error-prone manual steps.

Extend the power of visibility

Infor TM offers an optional solution to extend shipment visibility 
to non-logistics staff, supply chain partners or end customers 
with Infor TM Track. Take load monitoring and customer 
service to a new level of visual clarity with dynamic, self-serve 
tracking support. Any customer can track their own shipment 
progress online, without contacting your customer service or 
requiring log-in credentials to a tracking portal.

Measure and monitor your results

Working with the right transportation management system 
(TMS) to fit your business can lead to improved profitability, 
increased competitiveness, and the chance to grow without 
adding transportation headcount. If your existing TMS is not in 
sync with the needs of your business—lacking the right 
multimodal capabilities or strong two-way integration to 
your ERP, or requiring too many manual steps, in a 
hard-to-maintain legacy platform—now is the time to 
modernize your shipping technology.

Infor TM solutions leverage leading cloud architecture and SaaS 
design thinking, for outstanding performance at a low total cost 
of ownership. You'll enjoy non-disruptive product updates, 
ongoing enhancements, and a growing list of transportation 
and freight management options to meet your ever-changing 
supply chain needs as the industry evolves.

Compatibility

Align transportation operations with the rest of your business 
through Infor-managed and certified integrations between 
Infor TM and the latest industry-specific CloudSuite® featuring 
Infor M3, as well as our top-ranking Infor WMS.

Why choose Infor Transportation Management 
in the cloud?

• Shorten delivery times

• Improve customer satisfaction

• Increase profitability

• Gain real-time shipment visibility for you and your customers

• Adapt quickly to new transportation and shipping needs

• Increase revenue with more competitive freight options to 
offer new customers
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Infor is a global leader in business cloud software specialized by industry. Over 65,000 organizations in more than 
175 countries rely on Infor’s 17,000 employees to help achieve their business goals. Visit www.infor.com.
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